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Overview

IDEA Lab & OSCAR Imperial-NTU Education 
Seed Fund Project

Innovation & Emerging 
Technologies at IDEA Lab



IDEA Lab

Who we are

The transition from the Edtech Lab to 
the IDEA Lab signifies our evolved 
commitment to Innovation, Digital 
Education, and Analytics, ensuring we 
remain at the forefront of technology-
enhanced education.
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IDEA Lab



IDEA Lab

OSCAR

Our online development approach to 
create new modules is faculty focused, 
ensuring scholars are thoroughly 
involved in every step of the process.
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• Transforming face-to-face campus 

modules to our online pedagogy

• Led by the pedagogy, not the tools

• Encapsulates our design principles

• Collaboration is key

OSCAR
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Organise curriculum materials, refine 
learning outcomes and develop 
pedagogical framework. 

Structure module by dividing curriculum 
into timed units, determine locality of 
assessments and live sessions, and 
segment content into activities and 
exercises that best meet the intended 
outcomes.
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Compose the content. Support faculty to develop content
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Pedagogical 

approach

Segmentation
● We break down complex topics into manageable 

chunks, making it easier for learners to understand 
and retain information

Social learning

● We cultivate opportunities for learners to connect 

with each other and collaborate, fostering a sense of 

community and promoting peer learning.

Multimedia

● We employ a mix of text, visuals, audio and 

interactive elements to cater to different learning 

preferences and enhance comprehension

Storytelling

● We use narrative techniques to bring concepts to 

life, making learning more memorable and engaging.

Active learning

● We encourage learners to interact with content, 

fostering deep engagement and better knowledge 

retention.

Feedback

● We incorporate regular, constructive feedback throughout 

our modules, helping learners to track their progress and 

adjust their learning strategies as needed.

Experiential learning

● We provide practical activities that allow learners to 

apply what they’ve learned to their real lives, 

deepening their understanding and skills

Constructive alignment

● We ensure that our learning outcomes, activities and 

assessments are all aligned, creating a coherent and 

purposeful learning journey.
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Audit storyboard for blend of activities, workload balance and timings.
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Review in the context of the wider programme objectives.



IDEA Lab

NTU-Imperial Education Seed Fund Project

A Sustainable Future 
Through Digital Analytics
Dr Esma Koca (Imperial College Business School)

Dr Nai Li, IDEA Lab, (Imperial College Business School)

Dr Siyuan Liu (NTU, Singapore)



Project Overview

Aim

focus on the creation of an interdisciplinary 
online the UN SDG. This collaborative action 
learning experience offers students the opportunity 

to work on real-world problems and deliver tangible 
outcomes that can be shared across institutions.

Participants & Platform

involves postgraduate students from ICBS and 
fourth-year undergraduates from NTU's School of 
Computer Science and Engineering, forming groups 

of 4-8 students. PhD students from ICBS are 
assigned as a group mentor, providing guidance and 
support throughout the project. All modules are 

created on insendi

Evaluation and Impact

sessions judged by a panel including ICBS faculty, 
alumni, and industry experts. Criteria based on 
creativity, relevance and impact of the sessions.

Future Engagement

winning modules will be made publicly accessible to 
raise global sustainability awareness. Ensure ongoing 
educational impact by updating and expanding the 

modules through future student's teams



The Philosophy of Action Learning
"Action learning is an educational process whereby the participants study their own actions and experiences in order to improve 

performance. This is done in conjunction with others, in small groups called Action Learning sets. It is proposed as particularly 

suitable for adults, as it enables each person to reflect on and review the action they have taken and the learning points arising."

MIKE HOHNEN

https://mikehohnen.com/


Hands-on Learning & Knowledge Growth
Team Collaboration Supports Students Throughout Project Journey

Pedagogy & Learning 
Design Workshop

insendi Platform 
Training & Support

Editorial Workshop 
& Review

Community & 
Wellbeing Support

Academic Mentor 
Monthly catch-up



The Module Development Journey

#Jan 2024

Kick-off meeting

# Feb

Topics & Group 

Allocation

#Mar

Pedagogy & 

Learning Design 

Workshop
#April

Sessions 

Development

#May

Editorial Workshop

#June

Sessions LD Review & 

finalising

#July

Judge Panel Review

#August 2024

Awards

Assembling the 
Project Team

Sessions Now 
Live for Public 
Access



IDEA Lab
Innovation & Emerging Technologies

Positioning for the Future
We're broadening our horizons beyond digital education 

and embracing disruptive tech, from AI to virtual reality, 

as key elements of our expanding domain.



IDEA Lab
Innovation & Emerging Technologies

How could VR work in 
the Business School?



IDEA Lab
Innovation & Emerging Technologies

How could VR work in 
the Business School?

Immersive Learning 

Environments

Simulation of 

Real-World 

Scenarios

Interactive 

Role-Playing

Data 

Visualisation 

and Analytics
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IDEA Lab

Innovation & Emerging Technologies
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Rated  the VR experience as ‘Good’ 

or 'Excellent’
Increased understanding

74%

Identified areas to improve 

on their skills

68%82%

IDEA Lab
Innovation & Emerging Technologies
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IDEA Lab
Innovation & Emerging Technologies



IDEA Lab
Innovation & Emerging Technologies

What can we collaborate 
with you on?

Online 

learning 

design 

workshops

Learning 

Technologies

VR/AR AI



IDEA Lab
Innovation & Emerging Technologies

Questions?
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